Naphthalene (N) or naphthalene-derivative (ND) adsorption-treatment varies evidently the electrical conductivity of single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) bundles over the wide temperature range due to charge transfer interaction. The adsorption treatment of SWCNT with dinitronaphthalene molecules enhances the electrical conductivity of the SWCNT bundles by 50 times. The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of N-or ND-adsorbed SWCNT bundles having the superlattice structure suggests metal-semiconductor transition like behavior near 260 K. The ND-adsorbed SWCNT gives a maximum in the logarithm of electrical conductivity vs. T -1 plot, which may occur after the transition to a metallic state and be associated with a partial unraveling of the SWCNT bundle due to an evoked librational motion of the moieties of ND with elevation of the temperature.
Introduction
Single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) has a wide range of the electronic property from semiconductor to metal depending on the chiral indexes which describes the rolling up structure of graphene. As all carbon atoms of SWCNT are exposed to the surface, the geometrical surface area is 2630 m 2 g -1 and SWCNT is intrinsically surface sensitive. 1 Even exposure of an inert gas gives an influence on the electrical conductivity of SWCNT with the atom collision-induced distortion in the graphene wall, 2 although adsorption of electron donor or electron acceptor gases markedly changes the electrical conductivity of SWCNT. [3] [4] [5] SWCNTs form an ordered bundle structure of a 2D hexagonal superlattice due to the inter-tube dispersion interaction. 6, 7 Therefore, if we remove caps from SWCNT by oxidation-treatment, the open SWCNT bundles have three kinds of adsorption sites for molecules and atoms of the internal tube spaces, interstitial pore spaces and groove sites. 8 Here the internal tube space is in each open SWCNT, the interstitial pore spaces between three SWCNTs and the groove sites are at the area where two SWCNTs are arrayed on the external surface of the bundle. The internal tube spaces of open SWCNT bundle is available for adsorption of various molecules whose size is smaller than the effective size of the tube spaces. The in-pore superhigh pressure effect of internal tube spaces of SWCNT is clearly evidenced recently. Solid KI transforms into high pressure phase at 1.9 GPa in the bulk conditions; the high pressure phase transformation is induced by introduction of KI nanocrystals in the carbon nanotube spaces even below 0.1 MPa. 9 It is known that solid sulfur having eight member-ring structure, being a typical insulator, converts to 2D network structure consisting of 1D sulfur chains above 90 GPa. Introduction of sulfur atoms in the i n t e r n a l n a n o s p a c e s o f S W C N T b e l o w 0 . 1 M P a g i v e s a t o m i c a l l y 1D sulfur chain crystal of metallic nature, indicating the intensive compression effect for sulfur atoms corresponding to 90 GPa at least. 10 As the interstitial nanopores offer the smallest pores and has the deepest interaction potential wells, accessible molecules can be strongly adsorbed there. 11 If SWCNT is capped and close, the internal spaces are not available for molecules and atoms and thereby only the interstitial pores can accept atoms and molecules. When the interaction between the interstitial pore and atoms or molecules is strong enough to vary the SWCNT bundle structure, the intercalation-like structure similar to intercalation graphite 12 is formed. Br2, K, TCNQ, and pentacene etc are doped in the SWCNT bundles by vaporization of these intercalants in the gas phase at high temperature, giving the intercalation structures. 13, 14 Intercalation structure formation changes remarkably the electrical conductivity of the SWCNT bundles. The well crystalline SWCNTs give sharp X-ray diffraction patterns of the super lattice of the bundle, 6, 7 although each SWCNT may perform a librational motion in the bundles and a weak inter-tube coupling causing a slight change in the electronic structure around the Fermi level according to the theoretical studies. 15 Thus, the intercalation-type modification of the SWCNT bundles is effective for tuning the electronic properties as well as intercalation of graphite.
On the other hand, adsorption of C60 and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules on SWCNT bundles in the liquid phase induces their intercalation-like structure, where the charge transfer interaction occurs between PAH molecules and SWCNT. 16, 17 In our preceding study, naphthalene-adsorbed SWCNT has the intercalation structure according to the X-ray diffraction and the ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy shows an explicit increase of the density of state at the Fermi level which indicates pseudo-metallic state. 18 In this study we modify SWCNT bundles with naphthalene and its derivatives of different electronic property using liquid phase adsorption. The temperature dependence of dc electrical conductivity of the naphthalene derivative (ND)-adsorbed SWCNT was measured, suggesting the molecular motion-mediated unique temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity in addition to the Mott transition like behavior which has been observed in transition metal oxides and disordered solids.
Experimental and computation procedures
SWCNT produced from graphite with arc-discharge method by Hanwha Nanotech Co. was used in this study. The SWCNT was purified with 1 M HCl for 20 h at room temperature to remove metallic impurities and dried at 373 K after washing. Then the SWCNT samples were annealed at 1473 K in Ar for 30 min to remove amorphous carbons. The content of metal oxide impurities was 3 wt. % by thermal gravimetric analysis in a flow of O2-N2 mixed gas; the graphite remains according to X-ray diffraction measurement. The diameter of the SWCNT is 1.3 to 1.5 nm and the bundle size is 20 nm to 30 nm in average according to the preceding study. 19 Liquid phase adsorption of naphthalene (N) and its derivatives (ND) in the SWCNT bundle was carried out using the toluene solution at 298 K. Here, 1,5-dinitronaphthalene (DNN, C10H6N2O4) and 1,5-dihydroxynaphtalene (DHN, C10H8O2) were used as the ND agent. Here DNN and DHN should work as an electron acceptor and an electron donor, respectively. 20 The dispersed SWCNT samples were filtrated and rinsed by toluene to remove any non-adsorbed N and ND molecules. The ND-adsorbed SWCNT samples were dried before characterization under vacuum at 323 K and 10 mPa for 24 h. The ND adsorption amount was determined from the concentration change of ND molecules in the solution using a UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer (JASCO; V-670). Raman spectra were obtained with 532 nm and 785 nm excitations, using a single-monochromator micro-Raman spectrometer in back scattering configuration (inVia Raman Microscope, Renishaw). The surface coverage of SWCNT with N or ND molecules was controlled to be 0.30 ± 0.10, which was determined by the surface area of SWCNT from N2 adsorption at 77 K and the area occupied by N or ND molecules using their molecular area. The optical absorption spectra of the SWCNT samples were collected using the UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer. The dc electrical resistance measurements of the SWCNT Bucky paper form were performed by the four probe method using a physical properties measurement system (model 600: Quantum Design) over the temperature range of 2 K to 340 K. The melting temperatures of DNN and DHN were measured using a DSC system with 10 Kmin -1 after calibration with In (DSC 8500: Perkin Elmer). The plausible configuration of DNN molecules in an interstice of the SWCNT array was simulated with GCMC simulation using the structural parameters of the bundle estimated from X-ray diffraction experiment; in the simulation (12,10) SWCNT of tube diameter of 1.495 nm was used. The simulation details are given in supporting information. We computed the electronic energy levels of naphthalene and ND molecules and the density of states of the (17,0) SWCNT of tube diameter of 1.350 nm with ab initio density functional theory as implemented in the SIESTA code. The computational method is described in supporting information. Here, both SWCNTs are semiconductive.
Results and Discussion
The purified SWCNT is almost closed even after the above-mentioned purification from N2 adsorption measurement at 77 K; the surface area of SWCNT is 330 m 2 g -1 , indicating that SWCNT is closed. 19 All SWCNT samples are mixture of metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs due to the feature of the G -Raman band. 19 Fig . 1 shows SEM images of SWCNT before the adsorption treatment and DHN-adsorbed SWCNT bundle. We can see very bold SWCNT bundles and these SWCNT bundles are randomly entangled with each other before adsorption treatment. The SEM image of DHN-SWCNT is completely different from that of SWCNT before the treatment; the bundle size decreased markedly by the adsorption treatment, indicating insertion of DHN molecules in the intertube spaces. Similar images were obtained for N-and DNN-SWCNTs. Fig. 2 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of SWCNT, N-SWCNT, DNN-SWCNT and DHN-SWCNT. The diffraction pattern of SWCNT has sharp peaks coming from the well-ordered bundle structure of the hexagonal symmetry; the predominant peak at 2.72 o is assigned to the 10 peak, the other peaks at 4.40 o , 7.06 o and 9.56 o correspond to the reflections from 11, 20 and 21 superlattice planes of the bundles, respectively. The inset shows the magnified X-ray diffraction patterns of the 10 peak for all samples. The sharp peak at 11.90 o is caused by the reflection from the 002 plane of graphite as the impurity. The diffraction patterns consisting of sharp peaks of the SWCNT dramatically change after the adsorption treatment with N and ND molecules. The intensity of all peaks coming from the ordered bundle structure decreases markedly, accompanying an explicit broadening. In particular, the 10 peak shows the greatest change, giving a lower diffraction angle shift corresponding to the expansion of the interlayer spacing by 0.12 nm for DNN-SWCNT, 0.063 nm for DHN-SWCNT and 0.10 nm for N-SWCNT. The magnified 10 peaks in the inset show evidently this change. Accordingly, the ordered SWCNT bundle structure should be partially broken to embrace N or ND molecules, coinciding with SEM observation. Fig. 3 shows optical absorption spectra of the adsorption treated and non-treated SWCNT samples. This SWCNT sample is a mixture of metallic and semiconductive SWCNTs and we can observe the interband transitions due to metallic and semiconductive band structures. The spectrum of SWCNT has three broad bands due to the M11, S11 and S22 transition. Here, M11 is the transition between the first van Hove singularities of metallic SWCNT, whereas S11 and S22 are the transitions between the first and second van Hove singularities of semiconductive SWCNT, respectively. 21, 22 The adsorption treatment induces an intensive hyperchromic effect for M11, S22 and S11 bands and an explicit red shift of three bands by 7-13 nm for M11, 13-18 nm for S22, 16-41 nm for S11. The intensive hyperchromic effect and explicit red shift of three bands clearly evidence the mixing of wave functions of N or ND molecules and SWCNT regardless of metallic or semiconductive SWCNT; there should be a marked charge transfer interaction between naphthalene or ND and SWCNT. The naphthalene or ND adsorption treatment, however, did not give a marked change in the radial breathing mode (RBM) and G -band frequencies 23 (Fig.2S(A) ). The higher frequency shift of DNN-SWCNT is slightly different from that of N-and DHN-SWCNT. We obtained similar results by excitation with 785 nm, as shown in Fig.2S(B) . The Raman spectroscopic data are not clearly understood yet. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of the SWCNT samples. The absolute electrical conductivity of the SWCNT sample is different from each other. The DNN-adsorption increases remarkably the electrical conductivity and the electrical conductivity is larger than that of SWCNT by 50 times. N-adsorption increases the electrical conductivity slightly, whereas DHN-adsorption gives just a little decrease of the electrical conductivity. The extrapolation of the approximated linear plot above 125 K to the vertical axis gives the following electrical conductivity (See Fig. 5 ): SWCNT; 3.2 x 10 3 Sm -1 , N-SWCNT; 5.1 x 10 3 Sm -1 , DNN-SWCNT; 1.7 x 10 5 Sm -1 and DHN-SWCNT; 2.8 x 10 3 Sm -1 . Thus, the DNN-adsorption treatment is quite efficient to enhance the electrical conductivity of SWCNT bundles. The logarithm of electrical conductivity vs. T -1 plot is almost linear in the lower temperature region and deviates upward near an ambient temperature. The electrical conductivity change should be correlated with the electronic property of N, DNN and DHN molecules. It is assumed that a DNN molecule of an electron acceptor pulls an electron from SWCNT to create a hole, being a charge carrier, to enhance the electrical conductivity, while a DHN molecule of an electron donor donates an electron to SWCNT to annihilate a hole in the SWCNT. Thus, the concept of the electron donor and acceptor can explain qualitatively the electrical conductivity change through the adsorption treatment of the SWCNT bundles. However, the above explanation must be supported by the computational study on the electronic structure of the ND-adsorbed SWCNT. The preliminary computational results of the density of state of the semiconductive (17,0) SWCNT and the energy diagrams of three molecules are shown in Fig.1S . The HOMO level of DHN is slightly higher than the Fermi level, whereas the HOMO levels of naphthalene and DNN are lower than the Fermi level. On the other hand, the LUMOs of DNN and naphthalene are higher than the Fermi level by about 1 eV and 3 eV, respectively. In case of charge transfer complexes between donor and acceptor molecules, the LUMO-HOMO energy difference of 1-3 eV between acceptor and donor molecules induces a predominant charge transfer interaction at the presence of the sufficient orbital overlapping according to the molecular orbital study. 24 If we apply the charge transfer interaction in the molecules to the molecule-SWCNT interaction, DNN whose LUMO is closer to the Fermi level of SWCNT should induce a stronger charge transfer interaction than naphthalene. Consequently we conjecture that the adsorbed DNN molecules pull the electrons from SWCNT to create the holes more efficiently than naphthalene molecules, although the systematic study on the electronic interactions between ND or naphthalene and SWCNT with the DFT computational method is necessary in future. The above distinct electrical conductivity change of the SWCNT bundles with adsorption of naphthalene or ND molecules suggest the formation of the partial intercalation structure between SWCNT bundle and N or ND molecules. The interesting behavior is observed in the electrical conductivity near ambient temperature, as shown in Fig.5 . The electrical conductivity  of N-SWCNT becomes almost constant above 250 K, being similar to a metallic conductor, whereas the log vs. T -1 plots of DNN-SWCNT and DHN-SWCNT have a gentle maximum around 250 K and 270 K, respectively. Even the log vs. T -1 plot of SWCNT is slightly upward-deviated around 250 K. The log vs. T -1 plot of N-SWCNT agrees with the pseudo-metallization shown by the preceding UV photoelectron spectroscopic study. 18 As the log vs. T -1 relation below the bending temperature is almost linear, the SWCNT samples are assumed to be semiconductors below the bending temperature. Consequently, phenomenologically the observed behavior in N-SWCNT suggests a metal-semiconductor transition which has been observed in transition metal oxides, covalent semiconductors containing impurities and disordered solids, which have localized electrons. 25, 26 We infer that the unusual log vs. T -1 relations of DNN-and DHN-SWCNT are also associated with the semiconductor-metal transition as well as N-SWCNT. Here we must remind that the electrical conductivity was measured using the SWCNT Bucky paper.
The SWCNT Bucky paper consists of many bundles and thereby there are two kinds of barrier for carrier transport. One is the SWCNT-SWCNT contact and another is the bundle-bundle contact. The electric charges must carry mainly through the metallic SWCNTs in the bundle and the charge carriers in the bundle should behave as localized ones and then such localized carriers must transport the neighbor bundle through the contact. The Mott variable range hopping mechanism for transition metal oxides and disordered solids can be applicable to explain the electrical conduction behavior of the SWCNT bundle.
10,27-29 Snoussi et al showed that the localization length is 4-11 nm being the boundary size of the bundle for the SWCNT thin film using the Mott theory. 27 Fig . 6 shows the 3D variable range hopping plots of the temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of all SWCNT samples over the wide temperature range from 2 K to 340 K. The 3D variable range hopping plots are almost linear over the wide temperature range except for the higher temperature range. Here, the 3D variable range hopping plots give the best fit compared with the plots of other dimensions. Therefore, the electron conduction network should be three-dimensional, agreeing with the 3 D entangled structure of the SWCNT bundles observed by SEM. The DNN molecules should inject the hole carriers in the SWCNTs by the charge transfer interaction and the fundamental charge transport me c h a n i s m i n t h e D N N -S W C N T s h o u ld b e t h e s a me a s t h e o t h er S W C N T s. The well-known Mott transition of transition metal oxide crystals shows the vertical transition of the electrical conductivity from semiconductor to metal, while the transition is more gradual in the case of disordered solids. 25, 26, 30 The SWCNT bundles exhibit very sharp diffraction peaks coming from the superlattice structure, as already mentioned above; the superlattice system of the SWCNT bundle is much less crystalline compared with an ordered structure of a single crystalline transition metal oxide and the localized states in the SWCNT bundles should be not uniform. In particular, the superlattice structure of N-or ND molecules-intercalated SWCNT bundles is more disordered, as shown by X-ray diffraction, leading to a widely distributed localized state for electrons. Hence, the Mott transition of N and ND molecules-intercalated SWCNT bundles does not show a vertical change in the temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity.
In the next we need to have an answer for the question why the temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity of ND-adsorbed SWCNT bundles has a maximum, being quite different from the behavior of a well-known metal-semiconductor transition. We must notice that N-adsorbed SWCNT bundles do not have such a maximum in the log vs. T -1 plot. A great difference of the ND molecule from naphthalene is on the presence of the moieties; the DNN and DHN molecules have two nitro groups and hydroxyl ones. The frame work of the naphthalene molecule has less motional freedom than the functional groups in the SWCNT bundle. The melting points of DNN and DHN are 505 K and 551 K, respectively. Confinement of naphthalene (N), methylnaphthalene (MN), methoxynaphthalene (MeN) and chloronaphthalene (ClN) in the silicious mesopores of SBA-15 of 5.5 nm lowers their melting temperature by 65 K -85 K. 31 As the confinement of DNN and DHN in the interstices of the SWCNT bundles is much more intensive, the depression of the melting temperature should be more than that in SBA-15. The depression of the melting temperature of DNN inserted in the SWCNT bundles by 200 K predicts an anomaly in the temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity around T = 305 K (T -1 = 3.3 x 10 -3
). Generally speaking, librational and/or rotational motions of moieties of the molecule should start below the melting temperature. The motion of the moieties on the pre-melting process is presumed to expand and fluctuate the intertube distance of the SWCNT bundles, bringing about a depression of the electrical conductivity. If librational or rotational motions of nitro groups of the DNN molecule begin around 250 K, the maximum at 250 K can be understood. We can understand the maximum of log vs. T -1 plot of DHN-SWCNT in a similar way.
GCMC simulation shows the plausible intercalation configuration and mutual orientational structure of DNN molecules in the pried interstice of the SWCNT bundle estimated by X-ray diffraction data, as shown in Fig.7 . DNN molecules align along the interstice between SWCNTS, which should be fit for charge transfer interaction. Thus, the DNN molecules can be intercalated in the SWCNT bundle. The moieties of the DNN molecule should do a librational or rotational motion around the temperature giving the maximum of log vs. T -1 plot, partially unraveling of the ordered bundle structure and then the electrical conductivity drops above the temperature, as mentioned above. The DHN-adsorbed SWCNT is assumed to have a structure similar to that shown in Fig. 7 . Also it is possible that the librational or rotational motion of the moieties of the naphthalene molecules may couple with the theoretically predicted librational motion of SWCNT bundles 10 to induce the observed drop in the electrical conductivity. The newly observed molecular motion-aided electrical conductivity change in this work can be applicable to design a new switching device.
We will compute the electronic structures with the DFT method and get the temperature dependence of the snapshots of ND molecules in the interstitial position of the SWCNT bundle with the GCMC simulation in the future study. Also we need to detect directly the above-mentioned molecular motion with the DSC measurement and observe the ND molecular state with high resolution transmission electron microscopy in future.
Naphthalene and its derivatives, 1,5-dinitronaphthalene and 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene, are partially intercalated in the interstitial positions of the SWCNT bundles, bringing about charge transfer interaction, though the intercalated SWCNT bundles have not necessarily well-ordered structure. The electrical conductivity of these naphthalene and its derivative-intercalated SWCNT bundles except for higher temperature range can be described by the variable range hopping mechanism. The naphthalene and naphthalene derivative-intercalated SWCNT bundles give a metal-semiconductor transition, but the transition is not sharp because of less crystallinity of the superlattice structure of the SWCNT bundles. As1,5-dinitronaphthalene or 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene as the intercalants has the functional group which can induce a librational motion even in the interstitial position, the conduction path between the SWCNT bundles should be partially broken due to an unraveling of the bundle structure induced by the libration of the intercalant molecules. This mechanism gives an unusual temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity in addition to metal-semiconductor transition characteristics. Fig. 4 The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity f SWCNT samples. 
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